
Define, Drivers, Explain, Code and
Delete
This is the approved revision of this page, as well as being the most recent.

The printable version is no longer supported and may have rendering errors. Please update
your browser bookmarks and please use the default browser print function instead.

These options are present when variables or parameters are selected either for display, to
create a new Scenario-Load-File, or when users double-click no values located in a Table.

From Self Managed Full Variable/Parameter Selection:

Self Managed Full Variable/Parameter Selection window

From Quick Scenario Analysis with Tree:
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Quick Scenario Analysis with Tree window

Define: By selecting this option, a window will appear that will define the variables that are
being displayed. You are able to print these drivers from this new window by selecting the
Print option. May provide a pop-up window with a longer definition of the variable.

Drivers  (Linkages):  By  selecting  this  option,  a  window  will  appear  that  graphically
displays how different drivers interact. The form will pop-up with a diagram showing the
variable in the center and the variables from which it is computed on the left plus the
variables to which it contributes on the right. This drivers diagram is derived directly from
parsing the computer code of the model. If you float the cursor over any variable name on
this screen, a more extended name will pop up. If you click on any driver variable or driven
variable, the diagram will repaint with the variable selected at the middle. The menu option
named Options has sub-options that allow you to display the computer code,  view the
equations, or see a causal diagram, view equations, or display the computer code (just as do
the options from the pop-up box itself). It is also possible to save the drivers diagram to the
clipboard or to a file – or to print the diagram. From this window, users are able to do the
following:

Exit Drivers: Select this to return to the previous screen.
Copy to Clipboard: Select this to copy the presented data to your clipboard. To paste
this data in an application (such as Word, or PowerPoint), open your selected application
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and either right-click and select Paste or hold in CTRL-V.
Save: Select this option in order to save the image that is displayed. The default save
option is a .bmp file.
Print: Select this option to print the image displayed in IFs.
How to: Selecting this option will call up a small window that explains this driver display
feature of IFs in more detail.
Additional Features: Move your mouse over any driver and a longer definition will be
displayed. The drivers/parameters on the left hand side of your screen driver the drivers
on the right hand side of the screen. To move either foreword or backward through the list
of drivers, simply click on one driver that lies to either the right or left of the center driver.
This will shift the driver display. Experiment.

Explain (Block Diagram):  Selecting this option will  bring up a help-file that shows a
diagram that broadly explains how drivers interact for the area of inquiry (agriculture,
economics,  etc.)  that  you have displayed in  your table.  There normally  is  also  textual
explanation.

Equations: Selecting this option will bring up a help-file that shows the equations used in
computing the drivers displayed.

View Code: Select this feature and a help-file will be opened that shows the computer code
used to express the calculation of these drivers and their interaction in IFs.

Delete: This option allows you to clear the selected variable/parameter from this box.
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